
 



Text: 

 

Consider: 

 Common wisdom holds that love leads us to the right path and helps 

us stay on it, while hate makes us stumble. As might be expected, 

the Rabbis are not so easily persuaded by this logic. Perhaps they 

witnessed expressions of hate in the name of love. That’s why we 

pray that the lights of the Chanukah menorah bring their 

illumination to the darkest corners of the world. This is particularly 

important now that the dark hours of the night overwhelm the all 

too brief hours of daylight. In anticipation of the winter solstice of 

December 21, we try to brighten our world in many ways. We have 

to make sure that love, however it is expressed, brings us closer to 

each other. Likewise, we should be careful that walls built by hate 

are not erected between us and other people. After all, the primary 

purpose of love is to bring us closer to each other. We have to make 

sure that nothing stands in its way. 

 In its physical expression, which is when we “make love,” we are 

attempting to become as close as is literally possible to someone 

else: For a brief moment, to become that other in the midst of our 

passion. The Bible expresses this kind of love as “knowing” the 

other. Love is expressed in the knowledge of the other, or at least, in 

the incredible desire to really get to know the person. That’s why 

some of the best times are spent talking for hours over a cup of 

coffee or a glass of wine on the road to love. Too often we make the 

mistake of confusing sex with love. As a result of our yearning to get 

closer to another, within that physical intimacy, we can transcend 

the barriers that may exist between us.  

ָליו ְבַלַבת ב ׁש ִמּתֹוְך ַהְסֶנה ַוַיְרא ְוִהנֵּה -ַויֵָּרא ַמְלַאְך ְיהָוה אֵּ אֵּ
יֶננּו ֻאָכל ׁש ְוַהְסֶנה אֵּ ר ָבאֵּ   .ַהְסֶנה ֹבעֵּ

 

An angel of the Lord appeared to him in a blazing fire out of a bush. 
He gazed, and there was a bush all aflame, yet the bush was not 
consumed. [Exodus 3:2] 



 Get to know your friends. Love your neighbors. And stay on the right 

path.    

 [Rabbi Kerry Olitzky in Sacred Intentions by Olitzky and Forman, 

Jewish Lights Press, p. 356-7] 

Think About It: 

 
 Here is a deep question: How are love and hate different from light 

and darkness? What does love accomplish? What does light 

accomplish? What is the difference between spreading love all over 

the world and spreading light all over the world? Can love be “all 

consuming”? Can light be “all consuming”?  

 

 How can we prevent ourselves from building “walls of hate”? Is it 

really fair to ask us to love “everyone”? If we are asked to bring 

light into the darkness, will that help us remove the walls we build 

between us and others? Learning is often compared to light. How 

does knowledge help us bring light to the world? How does it help 

us break down the walls that separate us? Why would the Torah 

use the word “knowing” to describe certain love experiences?  

 

 How does this essay help us maneuver in this increasingly polarized 

world? Does everything need to be loved or hated? Does 

everything need to be just light and dark? Is there a middle ground 

between these poles? What can we learn from the “grey” space in 

between? How does this understanding help us when considering 

the following: Jews and Arabs? Islamic refugees fleeing 

persecution? Responsible gun laws? How can it aid us in our 

personal lives, like family feuds? Getting along with co-workers? 

Understanding our spouse/children/parents? 




